**Bale Wagons**

**Bale Wagon - DH-910**
Self-loading
Holds 4, 5 or 6 bales
4 ft. long bales

Dumping angle: 400
Tire/wheel: 11L-15 tire
Hub & spindle capacity: 3,560 lbs.
Axle diameter: 1 3/4
Bale diameter: 4'

**Bale Wagon - DH-900**
Self Loading
Holds 10, 12, 14 or 20 bales
4-ft. long bales in a double row

Dumping angle: 40°
Tire/wheel: extra wide floatation wheel
Hub & spindle capacity: 10,000 lbs.
Axle diameter: 3''
Bale diameter: 4', 5' or 6'

**Two-Tier Bale Wagon - DH3749**
Available on 12 bale and 14 bale models.

**20 Bale Wagon - DH-900-20**
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